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Foreword
There has never been a catalyst for
technological and digital change like
COVID-19.
Twelve months ago Teams and Zoom were the
tools of a niche few. Home workers were those
that had managed to “make it work”.
Today, communicating remotely is the norm; 86%
of businesses have moved a significant
percentage of their workforce to remote
working.1 This trend won’t change anytime soon,
with 43% expecting to keep over half their staff
working predominantly from home in the
future.1
With this new way of working comes increased
risk.
Since the start of the pandemic, cyber criminals
around the world have capitalised on
disruption. They have further industrialised the
scale at which they can launch attacks. At the top
of the list, offering returns quickly, is ransomware.

At a time when many can’t afford to suffer any
business disruption, we are seeing an increase in
cyber-security threats. In fact, 41% of
organisations have reported experiencing
increased incidents due to remote working.1
With the trend for remote working set to continue
into the winter months and beyond, it is more
critical than ever that organisations protect
themselves and their people. The result of another
attack could be too much for many. So, what can
we do about it?

Ransomware:
/’rans(Ə)mwƐ:/
noun
A type of malicious software designed to block access
to a computer system until a sum of money is paid.

Ransomware accounts for
41% of reported attacks1

51% of companies said they
had a ransomware incident in
the last year2

This eBook looks at the increased threats of
ransomware and identifies the proactive and
reactive measures you can take to defend against
such attacks and respond if the worst should
happen.

Martin Tyley
KPMG Partner,
UK Head of Cyber
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The average ransom
demand increased by 100%
from 2019 to Q120203
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 his increased by another
T
47% in the first 6 months
of this year3
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Ransomware in the UK
After the US, the UK is the second highest victim of
ransomware attacks, with just over 4 million incidents
recorded by the middle of this year.4

48%

Ransomware first gained global notoriety as a result of the
WannaCry attack in 2018 which affected many organisations,
including the NHS.

of UK organisations reported at least one
ransomware attack in the last year

So far in 2020, there have been over

4 mil ion

Where ransomware attacks are successful, the costs can be
substantial:
— T
 angible costs include loss of revenue whilst systems are down,
the cost of remediation and customer compensation or litigation.
Some companies may choose to pay the ransom, but that
doesn’t always result in the data or systems being released.

Only

22%

ransomware incidents in the UK

of the attacks in the UK were able to be
stopped before data could be encrypted

— Intangible costs are harder to measure, but include loss
of reputation. In the worst cases, it could have even more impact
long-term if trust is damaged.
COVID-19, lockdown and a huge shift to remote working has seen
a meteoric rise in ransomware incidents.5 Vulnerabilities in people,
process and technology controls, due to a shift to remote working over
this period, have presented huge opportunities for cyber criminals.
4 Mid-Year Update: 2020 SonicWall Cyber Threat Report
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The average cost globally to remediate
a ransomware attack was around

£750,000

Stats taken from page 7 of the Coalition H1 2020 Cyber Insurance Claims Report by Coalition Inc
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How have attacks changed as a result of COVID-19?
Attackers can use many different
methods to get ransomware
onto your systems, making it
difficult to defend against.

Pre-COVID: Individuals targeted
with a very broad attack path

Attackers
execute the
ransomware
attack

To function as intended,
ransomware must be delivered,
like a virus, to its host. In this
case, the host is your network
and systems.

of attacks are via emails or phishing6

of attacks are via remote access

6

The
attackers
demand a
ransom
payment

The business
has to pay
thousands in
ransom to restore
systems

They
target the key
systems to have
greatest impact,
and execute the
ransomware attack
and ransom
demand

The business
has to pay
hundreds of
thousands to
restore their
systems

£

Pre-COVID
Compromise

To get the ransomware onto your
system, attackers are looking for
network vulnerabilities they can
exploit. Since COVID-19 has
increased the number of
employees working from home,
the risk has increased.

21%
29%

Vulnerable
systems are
encrypted, denying
access to the
victims

Attacker

Working from
home creates
4 x greater risk

Post-COVID
Compromise
The attackers
establish their
presence within
the systems

Post-COVID: Organisations
targeted more specifically
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Attackers escalate
their privileges
internally & establish
command and
control

£
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Actions you can take now to protect your business
85-90% of ransomware campaigns
work by targeting known vulnerabilities
to gain initial access. These are existing
issues or gaps in IT systems for which
a fix is known.

Assess the
basics

Training &
awareness

So what?

Remote
working
assessment

Penetration
testing

Backups

Incident
response
exercising

Legal

Insurance

Well, it means that much more can be
done to combat the threat proactively.
If you do, however, become the victim
of a successful attack, there are
reactive steps that can be taken to
reduce impact and minimise business
disruption.
The UK’s National Cyber Security
Centre (NCSC) has plenty of easy
reference advice and guidance and is
worth having to hand.

Proactive
Reactive

Cyber
incident
response
capability

Playbooks

Forensic
investigation
capability

Communications
& PR

Stats: Verizon 2020 data breach report
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Be proactive: prepare for an attack
90% of successful cyber attacks are down to a
lack of basic controls and defences against known
vulnerabilities; don’t be the ‘lowest hanging fruit’.7

Click on the relevant heading
to see further information
Assess the
basics
Life experience is how
we learn. Simulate the
experience so the team
can learn from it and
reduce the impact if an
attack occurs.

You’ll have to re-build
from scratch if your
systems and data are
written off following
an attack. Make sure
you have back-ups
which you know are
safe and work.

Incident
response
exercising

Training and
awareness

Back-ups

Remote
working
assessment
Penetration
testing

‘Train hard, fight easy’, try hacking your
organisation like a cybercriminal would; identify
issues and fix the basics in a week.
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Educate your
people on
how to protect
themselves and
your organisation.
They are a critical
line of defence and a
fantastic intelligence
gathering capability,
if they know what to
look out for.
Quickly scaling
remote working
means IT have
enabled many
connections
rapidly, using new
technologies. The
risk of errors in setup is high. Take
time to check these
‘doors in’; it only
takes a few days.
7 Verizon 2020 Data Breach Investigations Report

Want to find out more?
Get in contact with us
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Be reactive: respond fast if your systems are breached
It’s happened – you’ve been hit by ransomware – you
can’t access your systems, clients and customers are
calling demanding to know what’s going on and you
need to take action.

Click on the relevant heading
to see further information

It’s likely that any
ransomware attack
is going to impact
contracts that you hold
with others – data,
services, liabilities – so
legal advice is a must.

You have policies for low
likelihood, high financial
impact events. As attacks
continue to rise, it’s only
sensible to cover the
cost of a cyber incident.

Cyber
Incident
Response
Capability
Legal

Playbooks

Communications
and PR

Insurance

Forensic
investigation
capability
Getting into the detail of exactly what happened,
how and what precisely has been impacted can
demand specific forensic skills. The information
gathered can support any legal action.
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When the impact
of an attack
threatens to
overwhelm your
operations, a
playbook gives
your teams a
ready-made point
of reference.

There’s nothing
quite like deafening
silence to get
customers and
partners concerned.
Identify the
voice of your
organisation if an
attack occurs and
prepare content for
a quick response.

Want to find out more?
Get in contact with us
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Looking ahead to prepare for new threats
Organisations are accelerating their digital transformation
as they look to build functionality and resilience for a postCOVID world. That is likely to see an even greater uptake
of cloud services, for example. This will bring benefits but
also potential risks.

Widespread
cloud adoption

Click on the road signs to discover what actions you can
take now and in the mid-term to improve your cyber
security, as well as the challenges your business could
face in the future.

Platform as a
Service (PaaS)

Digital
Transformation
Programmes
Actions to
take now

Future
trends and
challenges

Software as
a Service
(SaaS)

Infrastructure
as a Service
(IaaS)

Actions
for the
mid-term
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Contact us
Martin Tyley
KPMG Partner
Technology
Martin.Tyley@KPMG.co.uk
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